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Unexpected shocks, found on the measured pressure signatures generated by low-boom wind- 
tunnel models, prompted questions about the capabilities of the design methods, the pressure 
signature measurement techniques, and the quality of measurements in the Row field very near 
lifting winghody models. Some of these unexpected shocks were the result of component 
integration methods. Others were attributed to the the-dimension nature of the flow around a 
lifting, wingbody, wind-tunnel model, to inaccuracies in the prediction of the area-ruled lift, or to 
wing-tip stall effects. This report discussed the low-boom model data where these unexpected 
shocks were initially observed, the physics of the lifting winghody model's flow field, the wind- 
tunnel data used to evaluate the applicability of methods for calculating equivalent areas due to 
lift, the performance of lift prediction codes, and tip stall cffccts so that the cause of these shocks 
could be determined. 
Introduction 
During the past forty years of sonic-boom research, methods have been developed for the 
implementation of sonic-boom theory, the prediction of ground ovcrpressures, and the conceptual 
design of low-boom aircraft. These prediction codes and design methods were tested by building 
models, measuring thcir pressure signatures in the wind tunnel, and comparing measured and 
predicted pressure signatures. Early sonic-boom studies were done with body-of-revolution 
models having a wide range of geometric shapes, and with models having a wing-body or a 
conceptual aircraft geometry, references 1 to 6 .  They were designed and analyzed with 
aerodynamic and sonic-boom codes, references 7 to 10, developed in the years from the late 
1950's to lthc early 1970's. The first sonic-boom models were small so thc capabilities of the 
Whitham and Walkden far-field shock generation and propagation theories, references 1 1 and 12, 
could he tested and validated in the test sections of available supersonic wind-tunnel facilities. 
Favorable results of these wind-tunnel tests Iead to larger models which changed the nature of the 
wind-tunnel flow field and measured data from almost far-field to near-field. 
Pressure signatures generated by slendcr bodies of revolution, such as those in references 5 
and 6, could be reasonably well predicted with Whitham-Walkden theory when the separation 
distance was greater than 5 to 10 body lengths. Wing-fuselage models, on the other hand, 
generated near-field wind-tunnel pressure signatures that could not be accurately predicted with 
Whitham-Walkden theory along their entirc length because the wing Iifi could be reasonably 
represented by equivalent area bodies only at, or approaching, far_field distances. 
During the measurements of near-field pressure signatures with the larger, low-boom, wing I 
fuselage, wind-tunnel models, unexpectcd shocks wecc measured; anomalous features not 
predicted by methods used to analyze and tailor the model's low-boom lift and volume geometry. 
It was these uncxpccted shocks that prompted questions about whether thcy were a result of 
shortcomings the design and analysis methods capabilities, inaccuracies in the performance 
prediction rncthods. or due to the physical nature of the three-dimensional near-field flow. These 
unexpected shocks, the wind-tunnel models h a t  generated them, and the questions they provoked, 
will bc analyzed and discussed in Uris report, 
Nomenclature 
LID 
wing aspect ratio, h2 /S 
source strength term for the slender cone volume 
dipole strength term for the slender wing at small a n ~ l e  of attack 
wing span, ft or in 
local span at distance 6 from wing apex, ft or in 
lift coefficient 
cruise lift coefficient 
cruise altitude or separation distance, fi or in 
impulse: maximum positive value of J ( A ~ )  dx , psf-in, psf-ft 
impulse from the velumc of a slender conical body, psf-in, psf-ft 
impulse from the lift on a slender deIta wing, psf-in, psf-ft 
overall, wing lifting, or root chord length, ft  or in 
lift to drag ratio 
Mach number 
ambient pressure, psf 
incremental free-stream pressure, psf 
2 reference or wing area, f or in2 
longitudinal perturbation velocity made nondimensional with the 
free-stream velocity 
longitudinal perturbation velocity from a slender cone at supersonic speed 
rnadc nondirnensional with the free-stream velocity, equation (2) 
longitudinal perturbation velocity from a slender delta wing at supersonic 
speed, made nondimcnsionah with the free-stream velocity, equation (3a) 
longitudinal distance in the direction along the wing chord, f t  or in 
distance behind wing leading edge to chord ratio 
increment between near-field and far-field Mach cone intersections, 
used interchangeably with A t  , A or in 
distance along the semi-span direction, f or in 
distance normal to the x - y plane, ft or in 
angle of attack, deg 
Mach number parameter, JM' - 1 
ratio of specific heats, 1.4 for air 
variable in the u, and u, perturbation velocity relations, equation (4b) 
distance along the scmi-span direction in thc wing plane, ft or in 
meridian angle measured from symmetry plane above the body, deg 
wing leading edge sweep angle, deg 
Mach angle, s i n " (1 .0 /~ ) ,  deg 
distance along the root chard of the dclta wing, ft or in 
increment between ncar-field and far-field Mach cone intersections, 
used interchangeably with Ax , f or in 
Anomalous Shocks 
During the 1960's and 1970's, several sonic-boom analysis, aerodynamic design, and mission 
performance computer codes were developed to predict the ground overpressures of vchicles in 
supersonic-cruise flight as well as the measured pressure signatures of research wind-tunnel 
modcls. As these codes came on line, low-boom studies were performed to apply, test, and 
evaluate these new or updated thcories and methods. 
One study of wing-iuseIage models, reference 13, was performed in the late 1970's. Others, 
references 14 to 19, were carried out in the late 1980 - li 995 period aficr the start of the High 
Speed Research (HSR) project, and another, references 20 and 21, was done after the HSR 
program ended. During the measurement of prcssure signatures from some of the largcr wind- 
tunnel wingifuselage models ( 12 to 16 inches in length) at cruise angle of attack, uncxpected 
shocks appeared. Insufficient accuracy in the prediction of the lift distribution was identified as 
the major factor in the sonic-boom study of reference 13. This deficiency lead to the development 
of the Modified Linear Theory wing performance prediction code, reference 22, which became 
the wing performance analysis mczhod of choice when low-boom conceptual aircraft and wind- 
tunnel models were designed in the follow-on sonic-boom studies. 
While some of these unexpected shocks wcre caused by inaccuracies in thc lift distribution 
prediction method, others were attributed to the location of the wind-tunnel model" engine 
nacc~lcs, reference 15, Some of the models had wings, fuselages, nacelles, and fins that were 
scaled versions of the full scale concept. With some nacelle locations, the concept's ground 
pressure signature would have stronger nose shocks as the result of nacelle shocks coalescing with 
thc original low-boom nosc shock as thc ensemble of disturbances propagated down through the 
atmosphere. Once the cause of these shocks was identified, a revised. low-boom nacelle 
integration method, rcfcrsncc 23, was dcvelopcd to eliminate, or at Icast minimize, their 
detrimental effects on the conceptual aircraft's low-boom flow field. 
Othcr unexpected shocks and lthcir causes were not so easily identified. The measurement of 
prcssure signatures in two subsequent sonic-boom studies, references 19 and 21, re-awakened 
doubts about the accuracy of the lift-distribution prediction code. A sonic-boom workshop paper, 
reference 24, suggcstcd near-field effects werc important, but these comments were directed at the 
methodology of existing pressure signature extrapolation methods. Now, the magnitude and 
extent of these near-ficld effects were suspected of being more important and widespread than 
formerly thought. 
In response to accuracy doubts, the Modified Linear Theory wing performance prediction 
method had been developed and used to calculate the Iifi equivalent m a  distributions. Still, 
anomalous shocks appeared in the measured pressure signatures generated by low-boom-tailored 
lifting wing-body models. Some of these shocks were similar to those on the prcssure signatures 
presented and analyzed in reference 13. 
In the following sections, the low-boom concepts and wind-tunnel modcls reported in 
references 13 to 21, along with their measured pressure signature data, will be presented, 
annlyzcd, and discussed. Anomalous shocks, seen during the wind-tunncl rneasurcment of low- 
boom model pressure signatures from these models, will be identified. PossibIe reasons for their 
appearance on the measured near-field prcssurc signatures of low-boom models will be presented 
and discussed. 
Pressure Signature Data 
Several low-boom models gave pressure signatures with mornaIous shocks. Two low-boom 
concepts (dcscrihed in Appendix A), reference 13, were designed to assess Seebass and Gcorge 
low-boom minimization, reference 25. Wind-tunnel models with ducted naceIles mounted under 
the wings were built, and pressure signatures were measured for comparison with theory. 
The wind-tunnel models of three follow-on High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) concepts, ref- 
erences 16 to 1 8, also had ducted nacelles. Two of the follow-on concepts had the engine nacelles 
mounted under the wings, references 16 and 17, but, the third concept and model, references I 8 
and f 9, had nacelles mounted on the aft fuselage, well behind the wing trailing edge. Due to the 
unique nature of the pressure signatures generated by this third model, only this concept, the 
HSGT- lOB, i t s  wind-tunnel model, and wind-tunnel data is discussed in this report. 
A subsequent study of low-boom Supersonic Business Jet (SBJ) concepts also involved a con- 
cept with aft-fuselage mountcd engine nacelles, reference 20. Measured pressure signatures from 
the wind-tunnel model of this concept, reference 2 1, as wcll as from models of the previously 
mentioned three concepts are presented, analyzed, and discussed in the following sections. 
Mach 2 Concept and Modcl 
A three-view sketch of the first of the two theory-vaIidation concepts. thc Mach 2 concept, is 
shown in figure 1. 
Figure 1 .  Three view of the Mach 2 theory-validation concept. 
The wind-tunnel model of the Mach 2 concept, built to 1:300 scalc out of stainless steel, was 
12 inches long, and had an integral hselage/stingl"oalance. Four body-of-revolution ducted 
nacelles with sharp inlet lips were made from stainless steel tubing. They were mounted on short 
struts and attached under the wing near the trailing edge. 
Measured pressurc signatures, like the one seen in figure 2, were generated by the wind-tunnel 
model of the Mach 2 concept shown in figure 1. 
Figure 2.  Mach 2 wind-tunnel modcl pressure signature with nacelles. M = 2.0, h = 12 inches, 
CL = CL.CRUISH 4 
Note the difference between the pressure signature in figure 2 and the pressure signature in figure 
3, which was measured when the model's nacelles were removed. 
Figure 3. Mach 2 wind-tunnel model pressure signature without nacelles. M = 2.0, h = 12 inches, 
CL= CL.CRUISE . 
Figure 3 shows the strong shock, aft of the nose shock in figure 2, disappeared when the nncdles 
were removed from the model. However, that extra strong shock was unexpected because the 
concept's and the wind-tunnel model's lift and volume equivalent areas had been tailored by 
applying the Scebass and George minimization methods to obtain a "flattop" pressure signature in 
the wind tunnel test section as well as on the ground. These test results would be repeated when 
pressurc signatures from the Mach 3 concept were measured. 
Mach 3 Concept and Mode! 
The second theory validation concept, the Mach 3 concept, was another simple wing-fuselage 
configuration. Its wing, like the wing on the Mach 2 concept, was constrained and shaped only to 
meet and validate Seebass and George low-boom minimization constraints. However, before the 
low-boom tailoring was performed, the initial wing span and length were reduced by 10 percent to 
bring the area closer to the wing area on the Mach 2 concept. A three view sketch of the Mach 3 
concept with its resized wing is shown in figure 4. 
Figure 4. Three view sketch of the resiaed Mach 3 theory-validation concept. 
The wind-tunnel model of the Mach 3 concept, like the wind-tunnel model of the Mach 2 
concept, was built of stainless steel to a scale of 1:300. It was 12 inchcs long, had four body-of- 
revolution ducted nacelIes, and an integral fuselagelstinghalance. In figure 5, a measured pressure 
signature from the Mach 3 wind-tunnel model is shown with CL = CL,CRuISE. 
Figure 5. Pressure signature from the Mach 3 model with nacelles. M = 2.96, h = 8.5 inches, 
CS ='%.CRUISE + 
The nacelles-on pressure signature from the Mach 3 model was similar to the naceIles-on 
pressure signature from the wind-tunnel model of the Mach 2 concept. When thc nacelles were 
removed from the Mach 3 modeI, the pressure signature shown in figure 6 was measured. 
16 
x, in. 
Figure 6. Pressure signature from the Mach 3 model without naceIles. M = 2.96, h = 8.5 inches, 
CL = CL,CRUTSE . 
The pressure signature in figure 6, llke the one in figure 3, does not have the extra strong shock 
bccausc the ductcd nacelles have bccn removed. These anomalous shocks appeared in the two 
models' pressure signatures because the shocks that formed at the nacelle inlet lips and 
propagated into the flow field werc enhanced by their reflection from the lower surface of the 
wing. Based on these results, it was concluded that the design and analysis methods used at the 
time underestimated the strengths of these reflected lip shocks. 
These measured pressure signatures, generated by models of concepts with under-the-wing 
engine nacelIes, demonstrated the existing design, analysis, and nacelle integration methods 
nccded to be re-evaluated, a d  if necessary, modified to account for thcse extra shocks. The re- 
evaluation and subsequent modifications were applied in the following year, as outlined in 
rcfcrence 23. Then, they werc incorporated into the appropriate sonic-boom analysis methods, 
concept design strategies, and nacelle integration techniques. 
HS CT- 1 OB Concept and ,Model 
Three follow-on low-boom concepts, references 16 to 18, were dcsigncd with computes codes 
incorporating the updated and revised sonic-boom analysis, concept design, and nacelle 
integration methods. These conccpts were the Boeing B935, the Langlcy LB 16, and the Lnngley 
HSCT-1OB. Descriptions of these three concepts are found in Appendix B. 
Wind-tunnel modeis of these concepts were built, to 1:300 scale, and their pressure signatures 
were measured in Langley Rescarch Center's Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel Facility. Exarnplcs of the 
pressure signatures from the HSCT- I OB concept wind-tunnel model, reference 19, were selected 
to show the anomalies found in the measured data, and how they developed as test conditions 
changed. This concept's wind-tunnel model and it's data was selected because there were no 
nacelle-wing reflecei~n shocks in the flow field to confuse the identification of pressure signature 
features and sources. 
Sketches of the B935 and the LB 16 are found in Appendix C. A three-view sketch of the third 
concept, the HSCT-IOB, is shown in figure 7 .  
Figure 7. The Lungley HSCT- IOB conceptual aircraft. 
Thc HSCT- 1 OB wind-tunnel model had two sets of engine nacelles; each set sized for engincs that 
would operate on different levels of propulsion technology. A schematic of these two types of 
naceIles are shown in Appendix D. 
The HSCT-IOB concept's volume and lift equivalent areas were tailored to produce a "low- 
ramp Hybrid" pressure signature and a ground overpressure of about 1.0 psf at start of cruise. 
Figure 8 shows a comparison of the ideal and predicted ground pressure signature. 
( x -  fh)/X 
Figure 8. Comparisons of the ideal and the predicted HSCT-lOB pressure signatures 
at start of cruise at M = I .R . 
Wind-tunnel data, generated by the HSCT- IOB wind-tunnel model at M =1.8, were recorded 
at a separation distance of 24 inches. Each set of nacelles was used 1.0 measure pressure signatures 
with the model at CL = 0.05 1 1 ICL / CL,CRUTSE = 0.5) and CL = 0.1022 (CL I CL,pRUISE = 1.0). 
The pressure signature measured with the smull nacelles on the HSCT- 1OR wind-tumcl 
model at CL = 0.05 1 1 is shown in figure 9. 
hr, inches 
Figure 9. HSCT- IOR model pressure signature. S m l l  naceIIes. M = 1.8, h = 24 inches, 
CL = 0.05 1 1 ,  CL / CI,,CRUISE =0.5 . 
The pressurc signature measured with the large nacelles on the model at CT, = 0.05 1 1 is shown in 
figure 10. 
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Figure 10. IISCT- 10B model pressure signatures. l ~ r g e  nacelles, M = 1.8, h = 24 inches, 
CL = 0.051 1, CL 1 CL,CRUISE = 0.5 . 
Positive-pressure sections of the measured pressure signatures in figures 9 and 10 were almost 
identical in shape and length. Effects of the small and large nacelles were seen in the expansion- 
to-taiI-shock pafl of the signature. The tops of the pressure signatures in figures 9 and 10 had 
virtually a "ff attop" shape without indications of fuselage-strake, wing-fuselage, wing Ieading- 
edge crank, or nacelle shocks. However, the CL of the wind-tunnel model generating these two 
pressure signatures was 0.051 1, only half of CL,CRUISE. 
When the CL on the model was increased to 0.1022, CL I CLICRUISE = 1 .O the pressure 
signatures shown in figures 11 (small nacelles), and figure 12 (large nacelles), were measured. 
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 
dr. inches 
Figure 1 1. HSCT- 1OB rnodcl pressurc signature. Small nacelles, M = 1.8, h = 24 inches, 
CL = 0.1022, CL / CL+CRUISE = 1.0 . 
0 4 8 12 16 20 
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Figure 12. HSCT- 10B model pressure signature, Lctrge nacelles, M = 1.3, h = 24 inches, 
CI, = 0.1022, CL 1 CL,CRUISE = I .O . 
Again, the pressure signatures in figures 11 and 12 were similar in overall shape and length 
ovcr the positive-pressure part. Small differences in thc data points following the nose shock and 
preceding the wing-Iift shock were random perturbations in the measurements. The strong shocks 
that appear prominently before the expansion to the tail shock system in figures 11 to 12 were due 
entirely to the increased wing lift (as CL/ CL,CRUISE increased from 0.5 to 1)  that caused the 
almost-flattop-shaped pressure signatures in figurcs 9 and I0 to become the shock-dominated 
pressurc signatures seen in iigures 11 and 12. 
This change in pressure signature shape was studied by measuring pressure signatures at two 
Cc ratios between Ct/ = 0.5 and CL/ CL,CRUISE = 1 . Asthe CL of the model was 
increased in discrete steps, a gradual change in the model-generated pressure-signature shape 
could be seen that demonstrated the growth and causc of this pressure disturbance. This change in 
pressure signature shape, for the mode1 with h e  large nacelIes, is shown in figure 13. 
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Figure 13. HSCT- JOB model pressurc signatures. Larse nacelles, M = 1.8, h = 24 inches, 





The top of the pressure signature changed from aImosr "flat-top" to mild "ramp" plus a second 
shock aver a CL range where the CL I CL,CRIIISE ratio doubled. Ahead of the second shock, 
however, the slope of signature top was relatively gradual. This as well as h c  previous unexpected 







Langley Business Jet Concept And Model 
After the HSR program ended, the focus of sonic-boom research turned from the HSCT to the 
Supersonic Business Jet (SB J) sized aircraft. Less than half the length, and about a seventh the 
gross takeoff weight of the HSCT, fithe SBJ was expected to genesare a pressure signature with a 
nose shock overpressure of only-about 0.5 psf on the ground. The Concorde, designed with the 
mission performance technology of the 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  created a nose shock overpressure of about 2.0 psf, 
which was deemed objectionable to people on the ground in the flight "footprint". m e n  the low- 
boom constrained HSCT was designed, an nose-shock overpressure of 1 , O  psf was set as a 
limiting criteria, but even this nose-shock overpressure level produced noise and effects that were 
annoying to a significant fraction of the population. So the SBJ, low-boom tailored to generate a 
ground overpressure of 0.5 psf, seemed to be a supersonic-cruise vehicle whose nose shock 
overpressure would be within the "acceptance" (or tolerance) level. 
Two sets of cngine nacellcs were designcd for the Langley SBJ concept. One set. with small 
nacelles, was for high-performance, low-bypass-ratio engines. The other set, with large nacelles, 
was for high-bypass-ratio engines. A list of SBJ conccpt design and flight data is given in 
Appendix E. 
Figure 14 shows a computer-generated three-view sketch of the Langley SRJ concept with the 
small set of nacelIes. 
Figure 14. Langlcy Supersonic Business Jet Concept. 
The SBJ concept's vvolumc and lift equivalent areas were tailored to praduce a "low-ramp 
Hybrid" pressure signature and a ground overpressure of about 0.5 psf. Figure 15 shows a 
comparison of the desired ground pressure signature with the pressure signature predicted from 
the configuration's volume and Iift distributions at start of cruise. 
Figure 15. Comparison of desired and predicted ground pressure signatures. 
The two pressure signatures in figure f 5 show small nacelle disturbances in the expansion leading 
to the tail shock. Thesc disturbances were of such low strength, relative to the nose and tail 
shocks, that they would probably be unnoticed by an observer on the ground. 
However, the measured near-fieid pressure signatures generated by the model in the wind 
tunnel, reference 21, had anomalous shocks similar to those seen before. Three of these pressure 
signatures - the first of thc configuration w ithaut nacelles, the second with small nacelles, and the 
third with largc nacelles - are presented in figure 16. 
-04 r Lift Shock 
Figure 16. Measured pressure signatures from the SRJ rnodeI. C1. / CC,CRUISE = 1.0, M = 2, 
and h = IS inches. 
Nose Shock 
Tail Shock 
Large Nacelles Q a o 
The pressure signatures in figures 16 showed a very strong tift-induccd shock preceding the 
expansion to the tail shock, just as was seen in the pressure signatures in figures 11 to 13. Since 
these Lift-induced shocks appeared in the pressure signatures of HSCT and SRJ models, their 
appearance and evolution should have similar explanations. 
There was a definite need to explain these anomalous shocks. Near-field wind-tunnel- 
measured pressucc signatures arc often extrapolated from cruise altitude to thc ground (to obtain 
predictions of ground overpressures) with the Thomas Extrapolation Code, reference 26. This 
codc is based on a first-ordcs, two-dimensional, cylindrical propagation model, as is the 
propagation model in Whitham Theory. It is used even though there is a physical mismatch in the 
two flow fields around and along the line of application, When near-field pressure signatures, like 
thosc shown in figure 1 1, 12, 13, and 16 are extrapolated to the ground, a distorted low-boom or 
an N-wave pressure signature with Ap > 0.5 psf, rather than a low-boom-shaped pressure 
signature with Ap = 0.5 psf, could very likely be predicted. Since near-field pressure signature 
extrapolation is done in spite of its mherent physical shortcomings, it is important to determine 
the causc of thcsc anomalous shocks, how far into the flow field they will persist, and what 
strength they might have if the extrapolation was performed properly. 
-.02 





Small Nacelles B om 
No Nacelles 9 9 9 ,",dB aa 
In the previous sections, nslcelIe volume and nacelle-wing interference lift were identified as 
one cause of anomaIous shocks on measured pressure signatures from low-boom wind-tunnel 
models. Yet, there were other unexpected lift-induced shocks on measured pressure signatures 
that requircd an explanation. Some were duc to the linearized-theory method, rcference 27, for 
calculating the wing lift and the area-ruled lift distribution. That particular wing performance 
computer code was modified and updated to account for theoretical non-linearities. It became Ihe 
replacement, reference 22, for the lift-analysis code used to design supersonic-cruise as well as 
low-boom concepts. Still, this singular hypothesis did not expIain all the lift-induced shocks that 
continued to appear in measured near-field wind-tunnel pressure signatures. The measured 
pressure signatures presented in references 19 and 2 1 demonstrated the anomalous shocks were 
still present even though the more-exact method of reference 22 had been employed to calculate 
the area-mled lift equivalent areas. Research suggested that near-field effects might also be a 
causc. These ncar-field effects were the basis of a suggestion in reference 24 thalt the Thomas 
Code was being applied to pressure signatures measured at too close a separation distance. Now, 
near-field effects were re-examincd as a possible cause of anomalous shocks. 
A third possibIc cause of anomalous shocks was concerned with the accuracy of the 
longitudinal area-mled lift distributions due to inaccurate calculation of surface pressures along 
the outer panels of highly-tapered wings used on supersonic-cruise concepts. In the next sections, 
these second and third hypotheses will be discussed and evaluated. 
Near-Field Effects 
The near-field effects being analyzed were due to the close proximity of the survey probe to 
Ihe lifting wing-body model, not 40 the nonIinearity of shocks, They would probabIy be most 
noticeable directly below the flight track. There, volume effects added to the lift effects where the 
lift effects were maximum. Three theoretical fl ow-field models werc employed to identify these 
effects and determine their magnitudes. The first model was a fiat lifting delta wing. It was used to 
determine the djfferent areas of lift influence at near- and far-field conditions. The second and 
third models were a slender delta wing and a slender cone, rcprcsented by a line of doublets and a 
line of sources respectively. The ratio of the impulse from these two modets was calculated at 
different Mach nurnbcrs and at increasing separation distances. 
Delta-Wing in Supersonic Flow 
Consider a delta wing model with a subsonic leading edge, p cot A < 1.0, cruising 
supersonica3Iy at a very small angle of attack; like the delta-wing model shown in figure 17, 
Figure 17. SirnpIe slender delta wing in supersonic ROW. 
For clarity, camber, twist, and airfoil thickness have been omitted, leaving a flat delta surface for 
evaluating the wing areas that influence the field pressure at point P . These areas are confined by 
a Mach cone from point P and the flow field that intersects the wing surface with its apex-cen- 
tered shock conoid. For convenience, this apex shock canaid is approximated by a Mach cone 
whose intersection with the Mach cone from point P in the plane of the wing is AGBCDF 
Three assumptions were used in this model and derivation: (I) lower surface pressures were 
more influential than upper surface pressures; (2) lift effects extended from the wing leading edge 
to the shock; and (3) lifting pressures were almost uniform. If wing leading edge was subsonic, 
the Ieading edge upwash influences could be strong and would add to the lifting pressures along 
the leading edgc. However, they would decrease in strength between the leading edge and the 
shock originating at the wing apex or the vehicle's nose. So, the model would be useful at and 
near the design Mach number, but had to be used with caution when the leading edge flow was 
supersonic or when the Mach number was much less than the design Mach number. 
Wing I Shock Intersections 
A rncasurc of she ncar-ficld lift influences reaching point P and the far-field lift influences 
reaching point P could be represented with the areas ABCD and ABED respecttvely. The line EC 
would be a simple, direct, way of representing this difference in the near-field and far-field effects 
on the wing. Flow field influences would also come from ahead of the lifting surfaces if the wing 
had a subsonic leading edge, To include these extra influences, the Mach cone at point P was 
extended beyond the wing leading edges to the shock conc (reprcscnted by a Mach cone) whose 
vertex was at the wing apex so that the extended wing plane, the delta-wing apex shock, and the 
Mach cone anchorcd at P intersected at points I: and G . A Mach cone anchored in thc far field 
would intersect along FHG, while the near-field Mach cone would intersect along FDCBG. So 
now, the Iine HC, instead of EC, would represent the difference bctween ncar-field and far-field 
influence areas. Along the plane of symmetry where y = 0.0, the longitudinal component of the 
distance between field point P and wing-surface point C would be: 
Ph 
At point G, the wing-apex centered Mach cone is intersected by the wing-plane line HG which 
runs parallel with the y- axis. The longitudinal distance from point P along the x-axis to point G, 
the apex Mach cone / wing-plane line intersection, would be: 
+ / -  
The difference, HC, could bc designated either Ax or A t  hecause the x-axis and wing reference 
line along 6 were parallel. This incremental length was: 
The right hand side of the equation was expnndcd in a series. A t  was made dimensionlcsa with 
the local span, b(5)  = DEB , which was coincident with the far-field cone intersection. Then, the 
length ratio, HC /BD , could be approximated by the first term of that series: 
where Mach number and the wing geometry effects are represented by the terns P and P cot A . 
A similar equation, where the field point Mach cone intersected with the wing leading edge, was 
derived in reference 24, and could be obtained from equation (1) by setting PcotA = 1.0 . 
The ratio ~5 / h(5)  could be calculated for any value of h / b , but results from h / h values 
less than about 0.50 would not be very accurate because equation ( I )  has only the first term of a 
truncated series. However, valucs of 16 / k ( 5 )  obtained from small h / b values could be used to 
determine relative near-to- far-field influence effects. Most supersonic-cruise concepts have wing 
lift I /h  ratios in the rangc of 1.5 to 2 . They usually cruise at low a with CL,CRUISE close to 0.10. 
So, very low values of p cot A , either because of low Mach numbers or high wing leading edge 
sweep angles, are inappropriate except when studying local lift effects along high1 y-swept strakes 
between the wing apex and the wing tip. 
Using equation (1) to demonstrate near-field flow effects, values of A 6  / b ( 5 )  were calcu- 
lated with k ( 5 )  set equal to the span of the delta wing at the trailing edge. This ratio was plotted 
versus h / h for three different values of p cotA in figure 18. 
Figure I 8. , k  / b versus h / h for a sample delta wing at Mach numbers of 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5. 
The local curvature of the wing-intersecting Mach cone (with vertex at fl ow-field point P) rapidly 
"flattened" with increasing h / h, and approached far-field "planar" area-ding conditions. As the 
Mach number increased, this far-field "planar" condition occurred nt a verticai distance closer to 
the wing. This was the result of the Mach cone angle becoming narrower with increasing Mach 
number, which farced the flow-field point P to be located farther behind the wing. 
Upper-wing lift disturbances felt in the flow field at point P would come from the surface 
area forward of, and less than, asca ABED, while all lower-wing surface lift disturbances would 
come from the surface area ABCD. The flow-field areas ABG and ADF were avenues through 
which the upper-wing disturbances would propagate into the flow field around the wing. Since the 
lower-wing areas were larger than the upper-wing areas, and were closer to the field point P 
(survey probe in wind-tunnel tests), the lower-wing surface lift would be much more influential 
than the upper-surface lift, and its vectored effect couId be the source of unexpected disturbances 
or shocks in the near-field pressure signature produced by a low-boom tailored configuration. This 
hypothesis was explored further in the Impulse Comparison section. 
The wing lift usually begins well aft of the nose on a low-boom conccpt or model so that 
forebody volume can grow as rapidly as possible. Since the wing contributes to the volume behind 
the nose shock, the span becomes an important parameter as the Mach number changes. The wing 
planform on a low-boom configuration is seldom a simple delta, but is more likely a long 
modificd-arrow wing. By considering this configuration's wing to be composed of a large number 
of smoothly merged delta wings, the local near-field effects can be estimated. Thus, equation (1) 
could be a useful geometry-based indicator For evaluating the extent of ncar-field effects, due to 
wing lift, on a delta-winghody model's wind-tune1 pressure signature. 
In the "far-field", EC and HC would he approximately zero, and the points FDCBG would be 
approximately coincident with points FDEBG to form an almost-straight line. Upper-surface 
pressure influences would merge with lower-surface pressure influences, and be felt at P , now at 
a very large distance h below the wing as originating horn a body of revolution. Since the lift 
distribution used in low-boom tailoring of conceptual air~saft  was based on these far-field 
considerations, i.e, the Mach-planc-sliced lift distribution, pressure signatures measured in the 
very near fieId could show increased lower-wing influences as lift-induced shocks. These lift- 
induced shocks would likely originate from regions where the wing leading-cdgc sweep anglc, the 
wing area, and/or and local lift gradients, were increasing rapidly. 
Impulse Comparison 
The pressure signature impulse, maximum positive value of the integral of the pressure 
disturbances, from either a body of revotution or a lifting wing body (both with equal equivalent 
areas) would be equal in the far field. In the near field, however, the magnitudes of these impulse 
values would be considerably diffcrcnt, as would be the shapes of the pressure signatures and the 
relative strengths of their volume and/or lift generated pressure disturbances. 
A line of doublcts was used to represent the lift-generated disturbances from a slender wing at 
small an& of attack'. This simplified cross-flow model, similar to and representing the lift on a 
slender delta wing, crnphasized the effect of lifting Iength over the effect of span. For comparison, 
a line of sources, representing a slender conical body-of-revolution at zero angle of attack, was 
used to generate volume-induced disturbances. The cone had a maximum cross-section area equal 
to the far-field equivalent area due to lift of the slender delta wing. These models made it possible 
to compare lift and volume disturbances (via their impulse) under both bodies with increasing 
separation distances. 
Since o d y  the effects of volume and lifting length were studied in this comparison, the cone 
length was sct equal to the wing lifting length. The two disturbance-generating "bodies" were 
much too slender to generate finite-strength near-field nose and trailing shocks. Thus, the impulse, 
I ,  instcad of shock strength, was used as a measure of the flow-field disturbance generated by both 
the slender conc and the slender delta wing in supersonic cruise flight. 
The impulse from either the slender delta or the slender cone can be written as: 
since, in slender-body theory 
where u is defined as the nondirnensional longitudinal perturbation velocity. 
The longitudinal perturbation velocity gcnerated by a slender cone, u, , can be defined as: 
I. Suggested by Harry W. Uarlson; NASA Lingley Research Ccntcr, retired 
where 
Slender delta wing lift develops longitudinally very much like the cross-sectional area of a sIcnder 
cone. Using cross-fl ow theory for flow around very slender deIta wing at low angles of attack, the 
longitudinal perturbali~n velocity, u, , is derived as: 
A,, ,psinacos0 
- 
u w  - 7I: m 
Under the flight path, 8 = 180.0 ,degrees, so: 
A,, ,psincc 
.\v = (- TC 
where, in ngrcemcnt with the far-field results ofrcfcrence 12, 
and A , ,  is determined from the source strength distribution of the slender cone. Once A , ,  was 
calculated, the flight Mach number and the angle of attack permitted A , ,  to be found. 
Impulse could also be obtained from an integration of h e  Whitham F-function, if this was 
used to calculate u, or u,, . Since slender-body and cross-flow theories were employed, the 
perturbation velocity, u , in equations (2) and (3), was equal to either u, or M, , the perturbation 
veIocitics defined by equations (4a) or (5b). 
The ratio of the slender delta-wing lift impulse to thc slender-cone volume impulse, I , / ] ,  , as 
a function of the distance ratio, h / 1 , was numerically calculated from equations (4) to (6) at 
Mach numbers oC 1.6,2.0, and 2.4 . Since thc flow-field overpressures were integrated along the 
length of both the slender delta and the slender cone, the length rather than the span appeared in 
the results presented in figure 19. 
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Figure 19. Ratio of impulse, I ,  / I,, from slender delta-wing lift and slender cone volume 
versus h / 1. 
The impulse curves presented in figure 19 showed that lift-generated impulse cauId be 
considerably larger than volume-generated impulse in the near licld. Individual overpressures in 
the measured pressure signature would also show the same effect. With increasing h / 1, the 
f mpulse ratio, I ,  / I , ,  would approach the far- field value of unity givcn by Walkden in reference 
12, and set by the boundary conditions in equation (6). The effect of Mach number on 1, / I ,  was 
similar; noticcablc at low Mach number, and diminishing as Mach number increased. 
These flow-field models, the physics of near-field/far-field influence equations, and the 
interpretation of the numerical results strongly suggested that near- field cffccts could be the cause 
of, or contribute to the appcarancc of, anomalous shocks in the measurcd pressure signatures of 
lifting low-boom models at h Ji values of 5 or less. There would be a Mach number dependence, 
and for a wing/fuselagelnacclle/fin concept, n dependence on the ratio of lift equivalent area to 
volume equivalent area as well. In spite of aII efforts to tailor the volume and lift for a low-boom 
pressure signature shape on the ground, thc close proximity of the model and the survey probes 
could result in hisher lower surf:~ce pressures exerting unduly-high inff uences on the 
overpressures being measured by the survey probes, However, there were other possibilities, and 
these are discussed in the following sections. 
Theoretical Lift Distributions 
A third possible cause of anomalous shocks was mentioned and discussed in a private 
communication2. It was noted that while the Modified Linear Theory Method, reference 22, was a 
marked improvement over the Linearized Theory method, reference 27, it did not always accu- 
rately predict the lifting pressures on the upper and lower surfaces of the outer wing pancls of 
some wings. 
On a low-boom model wing, with the Modified Linear Theory Method code used to analyze 
and to tailor a minimum-drag camber surface, the outer wing panels might be credited with pro- 
viding more lift than they were actually generating. If the outer panels were generating less lift 
than predicted, the usual situation, an extra increment in angle of attack would be necessary to 
bring the lift up to the desired Jevel during flight or wind-tunnel tests because the inner panels 
would have to provide the lift not developed by the outer pancls. Now, the longitudinal lift gradi- 
ents would be higher than designed. because the inner-panel lift would grow faster and reach 
highcr levels. Whcn the ovcrprcdictcd surface pressures covered n significant perccntnge of the 
outer wing panels, and/or the magnitudes of the overpredictions were large enough, these errors in 
Iocal lift estimation could enhance thc possihilitics of uncxpectcd lift-induced shocks appearing in 
the near-field and cruise-field pressure signatures. . . 
The question of accurate surface pressure prediction was addressed in reference 29. A cam- 
puter code callcd EMTAC (Euler Marching Techniquc for Accurate Computation) was used to 
predict surface pressures on some research anow wing models. Surface pressures predicted by 
EMTAC were compared with the surface pressures mcasurcd on the chrec arrow-wing models that 
had been described, analyzed, and discussed in reference 30. Euler code predictions of surface 
pressures at all the specified semi-span stations, but especially at the outer wing stations, were in 
better agreement with the measured surface pressures than were those from the Modified Linear 
Theory Method code at the angles of attack associated with HSCT ar SBJ cnlise flight. These 
comparisons, from thc Euler code and references 22 and 29 are shown in figure 20. 
2 .  Eric Adarnson, Boeing Aircraft Company 
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Figure 2U. Sample comparisons of theory and experiment. Arrow wing, reference 30, 
deqigned for CL.rRUISE = 0.08 . 
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Figure 20. Concluded 
Experimental data in refcrcnccs 22 and 29, figure 20, indicated f i e  communicated observation 
was correct for some of the wing models in the study. The accuracy of the aerodynamic force data 
might not suffer appreciably, but the tailoring of the configuration's lift for low-boom might be 
compromised, depending on the ratio of outer-wing panel lift to total wing lift. If small, this eflfect 
might be seen in the ncar field pressurc signature with the appearance of a ~wriceable change in 
signature shape on the positive pressure section of the pressure signature immediately preceded 
the expansion to the tail shock. It would add to any near-field effects already present in the 
model's overpressure fieId. A scrjous outer wing pmel lift underprediction could result in a strong 
perturbation or shock in the near-field pressure signature that could coalesce with, and strengthen, 
the nose shock after it propagated through the atmosphere to the ground. 
Scale Effects 
A fourth possible cause of unexpected shocks was also mentioned and discussed in the 
aforementioned communication3. It was related to the third cause - the loss of expected lift on the 
outboard wing panels. In this case, however, the possibIc cause was tip stall due to the smalI size 
of the sonic-boom models. Now, the loss in prediction method accuracy would be due to separated 
flow, but the same inaccurate prediction of surface pressure result might be seen in the measured 
prcssurc signatures. Similar to the lack of computational lift-prediction accuracy prcviousf y 
mentioned, the loss of lift on the tip panels wouId force the inner wing panels to make up the 
difference in lift, so that CL,CRUISE would be maintained during the measurement sf  the pressure 
signature. Mare angle of attack would then be required to maintain this desired CL,CIIUISE which 
3 .  Eric Adamson, Boeing Aircraft Company 
would decrease the effective length of thc model, increase the longitudinal lift gradients, and 
enhance the possibilities of local pressure disturbances becoming shocks. The effect might not be 
noticed when pressure signatures were measured at CL / CL,CRUISE =0.5, figures9 and 10, but 
could be noticcable when pressure signatures were rneasuscd at CL 1 CL,CRUISE = 1.0 . Thus, the 
measured pressure signatures of the HSCT-1OB model at the in-between CL 1 CL,GRuTSE ratios, 
figure 13, and the SB J model, figure 16, could be explained by either a gradual onset of tip stalI, 
by near-field effects, or a combination of both. 
The wind-tunnel model wing tip chords on the HSCT-TOB model were found to be longer 
than those on the SBJ by a factor of two. A second factor, the required angle of attack of the SBJ 
model at CIA / CLaCRUISB = 1.0 , was about 50 percent higher thm that on the HSCT. There was 
also a third factor: the wing tip twist on the HSCT-IOB, which was higher than the wing tip twist 
on the SBJ model. While these three factors - tip chord length, angle of attack, and tip twist - 
strongly suggested that wing-tip stall might a cause of the lift-induced shock on she SRJ model, 
and that near-field effects were probably the cause of lift induced shock on the HSCT- 1OB model, 
no well-documented conclusions could be made on the basis of pressure signatures from only two 
models and the small number of measured pressure signatures. Perhaps, photographic surface 
flow studies done by applying fluorescent dyes in oil to the model's surface, and more pressure 
signature measurements made at varying angles of attack could be used to answer questions of 
which effectls), and its/their rnagnitude(s), waslwere present. 
AnaIysis and Discussion 
Near-Field Effects 
Near-field effects, derived in the previous sections, could be a cause, but not the only cause, of 
anomalous shocks appearing behind the nose shock on the positive section of the pressure 
signature. One of the near-field efrects was due to h e  higher lower wing surface lifting pressures 
being closer to the survey probers), thus exerting more influence on the survey probe than the 
upper wing surface lifting pressures at a farther distance. 
The second effect was due to the lift-generating wing acting like a dipole, directing flow 
downward rather than radially outward like a source. These momentum cffccts exaggerated the 
influence of the lift gradients in the air dirccted downward by the lift-producing wing, and carried 
through the flow field to the probe(s). Such near-field effects tended to increase the strength of the 
pressure disturbances in the flow field under the wind-tunnel modeI, and could promote the 
formation of extra near-field shocks not predicted by the application of the sonic-boom 
minimization theory method based on far-fietd models and assumptions. Whitham theory, also 
based on far-field assumptions, could accurately predict the shape of the forward section of the 
pressure signature if volume disturbances were the only ones present in the flow around the 
fuselage farebody. However, Computational Fluid Dynamic (CF'D) codes would be capable of 
calculating thc strength and location not only of these volume-induced shocks and ovcrpressures, 
but of predicting the entire near-field pressure signature caused by volume, lift, and mutual 
interference contributions. 
Since near-field effects have been identified as s possible source of anomalous near-field 
shocks, then there should be a practical "transition" separation distance. At this "transition" 
distance, the ncar-ficld effect of meridian prcssure gradients would have diminished to the point 
where, for practical extrapolation purposes, they were at least a magnitude or two smaller than the 
two-dimensional attenuation effects (longitudinal spreading and radial weakening) occurring at 
the same timc in the flow field. This question could also be restated as: At what separation 
distance would these near-field anomalous shocks disappear by attenuation and merge with the 
othcr overpressures in the positive part of a shapcd low-boom signature? 
In reference 24, the ratio 
was suggcstcd as a conservative measure of ccrtninty that anomalous shocks had attenuated and 
disappeared into the top of a low-boom shaped pressure signature before they would coalesce 
with, and strengthen, the nose shock; or that "quasi-two-dimensional-flow field" conditions had 
become established so that pressure signatures could be extrapolated with the Thomas Code. 
Since equation (1) already contained a Mach number factor, the ratio 
was used instead. It was assumed, for his exploratory calculation, that PcotA = 0.8 was a 
reasonabIe wing leading edge swccp pararnetcr at Mach 2. Then, from equation (1): 
This separation distance would be difficult to obtain in a 4 ft x 4 ft wind tunnel test section, such 
as the one in the Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel Facility, unless the wind-tunnel model had a 
span of about 2.5 inchcs and a lcngth of about 5.0 inchcs. If the model had a span of about 6.0 
inches and a length of 12 inches, a larger wind-tunnel test section, such as the 10 ft x 10 ft 
Supersonic Wind Tunnel Facility test section at the John Glenn Research Center, would provide 
the required volume to measure pressure signatures at separation distance to span ratios that 
achieved, ar even exceeded, the h / b value designated in equation (9). 
A pnralleI impulse calculation was performed with the equations used to obtain the data in 
figure 19. An impulse ratio corresponding to the constraint in equation (8) was used to calculate 
an h / L valuc similar to the result in equation (9). This impulse constraint would be: 
- l w  - 1.01 
I ,  
At a Mach number of 2.0, the calculated valuc of: 
corresponded to this impulse ratio. Although the values in equation (9) and (1 1) were numerically 
close, no analytic correspondence hetween thc span, h . and thc length, 1 , exists in this general 
analytical model because the slender cone and the slender delta wing impulse was derived from 
slender-body cross-flow theory. The vaIue of h / b in equation (91, calculated from the constraint 
given in eqnaition (8$, was obtained from an acoustic model of a delta wing and its flow fieId, 
while the value of h / l in equation (1 I), calculated from the constraint in equation (lo), was 
obtaincd from the integral of the overpressures generated in the flow field. Nevertheless, h / b 
versus Mach number and leading edge sweep angle was calculated from equation (I) ,  and plotted 
along with an h / 1 versus Mach number calculatcd with equations (4) to (6). These curves 
permitted qualitative comparisons of trends to be made with the Mach number as the common 
parameter. The results of these ca1cuIations are shown in figure 21. 
pco t  h 
Figure ? I .  Transition h / b with A t  / b = 0.0 I for delta-wing PcotA of 0.7,0.8, and 0.9; 
transition h / l  with ],/I,= 1.01 : Mach No. = 1.4 to 2.6 . 
Transition values of h / h calculated with equation ( 1) for the slender delta wing decreased with 
increasing leading cdge sweep angle and increasing Mach number. Similarly, transition values of 
h / l calcuf ated with. equations (2) to (6) for the slender cone decreased with increasing Mach 
number. All the theory curves for transition values of h / h and h / 1 had virtually the same shapc 
and followed the same trends as Mach number increased. 
Since shocks are a localized feature, the pressure gradients due to leading edge sweep that 
could provoke the shocks are important factors in determining where a Iow-boom pressure 
signature would transition from a near-field shape to a "limiting distance" shape. Therefore, 
cquntion (1) might be n somewhat better indicator of "'transition distance" than the impulse for an 
SBJ concept, although the, impulse could be used as a corroborative indicator. If the concept was 
the size of an HSCT. where the equivalent areas due to lift were considerably larger than those due 
to volume, the impulse might prove be the better indicator. 
Thcsc ideas were tested by first using h / k as the comparison parameter with A 5  h as a 
"transition indicator". The value, A \  / b - 0.0 1 ,  was used in equation ( 1 )  and applied to the 
wind-tunneI models discussed in the section Pressure Signatures to obtain estimates of h / b 
(transition). This value, obtained from equation (I), was designated: 
Then, equation (2) to(6) were used to obtain a value of h / l for the same wind-tunnel models dis- 
cussed. The calculated value of h / I  for the appropriate Mach number was converted to an h / b 
value by multiplying the value of h / J by an appropriate value of 1 / b far each particular wind 
tunnel model. Using this empirical dcvice, both lcngth and span were brought together to create a 
concept-specific impulse parameter. This second h / h vaIue was designated: 
h I (X), = ( T ) ( E )  
where the parameter, 1 , was the lifting length, rather than the overall or effective length, of the 
particular concept or model. 
All of these concepts were flying wing configurations. Their wings had curved Ieading edges 
and somc form of a modified ogive-arrow planform with a rounded apex. So, a "mean" or 
"representative" delta wing was obtained by employing an area-span "averaging" method, The 
value of the lcading edge swecp pararnctcr, P cotA , on the wings of the conccpts used as 
examples was between 0.70 and 0.90 at the cruise Mach number. Rounded-off results obtained 
rrom equations (1 1 )  and (12)  arc listed in Table I, with h designated, as before, as the distance 
directly below the flight track. 
Table I. Estimated values of h / b (transition) for research concepts and wind-tunnel models. 
Conccpt Mach No, fubh ( h / h ) 7  
Mach 2 2.0 13 22 
Mach 3 3.0 6 15 
HS CT- 1 OB 1.8 13 2 1 
Langlcy SBJ 2.0 10 18 
None of the enlpirical values of ( h  / b)]  and ( h  / b)2 were in close agreement. The (h J hJl results 
emphasized the effects of span with the length of the representative delta wing adjusted to keep 
the areas constant, while the (h / b12 results emphasized the effects of the lifting length, with both 
the length and the span cqual to those on the particular concept. This emphasis on impulse and 
lifting length resulted in the ( h  / b12 results always being larger by about 50 percent, and made 
them the much more conservative estimates of transition distance. 
I i  the wing had a swept trailing edge (an arrow wing), the leading edge sweep and the ( h  / b),  
vaIue would be larger for the same area and span. Adjusted values of (h / h),, called ( h  I%),, nnj, , 
were calculated, and with thc previous values of (h / hJ2, were listed in Table I1 . 
Table !I. Adjusted values of h / h (transition) for rcsearch concepts and wind-tunnel models. 
Concept Mach No, MI, ADJ. ( h  / b h  
Mach 2 2.0 15 22 
Mach 3 3.0 7 15 
HSCT-1OB 1.8 23 2 1 
Langley SBJ 2.0 16 18 
Adjusted ( h  / h)  values in Table 11, (h , were larger than the ( h  / bll values in Table I. 
cxcept for the ( h  / h) ,  value of the Mach 3 concept, whose wings had very little trailing edge 
sweep. These adjusted (h Jb)]  values agreed better with ( h  / h J Z  values already calculated. The 
unusually large incrcases in (h f i )  I,ADJ. valuw on the HSCT- 1QR and Langley SB J concepts were 
due to the high trailing edge sweep on their wing planforms. Except for thosc of the HSCT-103, 
the (h / hJ2 values were the larger and more conservative estimates of transition distance ratio. 
Thus, for this small sample of supersonic-cruise concepts and their wind-tunncl models, wing 
planform shape - leading and trailing edge sweep angles - seemed to be as significant as the ratio 
of lift to volumc cquivalcnt areas. 
The values of (h / b)/  and (h /bjZ for the Mach 3 concept demonstrated the effects of higher 
Mach numbers, Although the radial distance, h , was small, the longitudinal distance was larger 
by a factor of the Mach number parameter P . So, while it might be easier to obtain this shorter 
separation distance in shc cross section of a modest sized wind-tunnel test section, the length of 
the test section required to obtain a complete pressure signature might prohibit measuring a 
complete pressure signature at this separation distance. Another consideration is that Seebass and 
George Minimi7.atiot-1 Theory is based on Whitham theory which starts to lose its accuracy and 
applicability at Mach numbers above 2.5 . 
If the average os the numerical mcan of the two values were used, a bit more optimistic 
estimate would be obtained. So, the empirical "transition" values of A< / h = 0.0 1, based on 
areas of influence, and 1, J I, = 1.01 , based on the prcssure signature impulse, could be useful 
even though they had not been independently verified as the most general parametric indicators, 
or the indicators with the most reasonable values. 
Inaccurate Lift Predictions And Scale Effects 
Thc prcssurc plots in figure 20 indicated that agreement between predicted and meastued 
surface pressures on the outer wing panel was rather poor. At the same time, the predicted and 
measured wing surface prcssures, reference 22, showed reasonably good agreement on the 
inboard wing panels where the camber and twist was not severe and most of the lift was being 
developed. Comparisons of predicted and measured lift, drag, and pitching moment coefficients 
also showed close agreement over the range of angle of attack associated with supersonic-cruise 
flight. 
Most of the low-boom tailored concepts and wind-~unncl modeIs discussed had strakes or 
highly-swept leading edges on the inboard wing panels where most of the lift was generated, and 
where the Modified Linear Theory Method code predictions were reasonably accurate. Other 
comparisons made in references 22 and 29 showed that the Modified Linear Theory Method code 
predicted overall lift ,  drag, and pitching rnomcnt coefficients with reasonabIe accuracy over the 
range of angle o l  attack that included CL,CRUISE . SO, while the observation was true for some 
wing planforms (highly-swept, highly notched arrow wings j, it might. not be a serious problem for 
conceptual I-ISCT and/or SBJ wing planforms at their respective low cruise angles sf attack. 
This problem of poor agreement between predicted and measured surface pressures on thc 
outboard wing pancls of the highly -swept, highly notched arrow wings wind-tunnel rn~dels  might 
be the result of too few "Mach boxes" (calculation panels) along the outer-panel chords of these 
particular wing planforms. The cornputcr code presented and discussed in reference 22 originally 
allotted 2000 equally sized "Mach boxes" for the calculation of upper and lower surface pressures 
over half of the planform. Along the chords of the inncr wing panels, there were dozens of "Mach 
boxes" available to define surface pressures along each chord. However, on the outboard wing 
panels where the chords were considerably shorter in length, there could be only ten or less 
"Mach boxes" that fit between the leading and trailing edges. Since the surface pressures were 
calculated and "smoothed", by numerical ff ow potential averaging, fewer chord stations resulted 
in locally poorer accuracy. The obvious solution was to significantly incrcase the number of 
"Mach boxes" spread over the wing planform for the calculation of surface pressures. This would 
improve the definition of force coefficients slightly on the inncr wing panels where thcre were an 
abundance of "Mach boxes", but it would certain1 y increase the accuracy of the area-ruled surface 
pressures on the outer wing panels where they significantly contributed 20 the lift equivalent area 
curve, near and at, its maximum point. Even with this update in place, caution in the use of thc 
Modified Linear Theory Method for sonic-boom analysis was certainly advised. 
Whilc the aforementioned remedies might alleviate the problem of aerodynamic performance 
computational inaccuracies, they would do little to reduce the problem associated with wing tip 
staII an small wind-tunnel model wings with law taper ratios, Increasing the twist on the outer 
panels could get rid of tip stalI on the wind-tunnel model, but it might be obtained by a reduction 
in the cruise lift 1 drag ratio of thc full-scale concept. This design problem would need to be 
addresscd on a case-by-case basis, since general suggestions based on limited data could 
aggravate rather than ameliorate the problem. 
All of thcse effects, but especially the near-field effects, added extra difficulties to the task of 
measuring report-quality pressure signatures of low-boom-tailored models in the wind tunnel. 
Evaluating the merits of a law-boom conccpt design based on wind-tunnel model performance 
was now compl jcated by the need to thoroughly understand the physics of the three-dimensional 
flow-ficld disturbances produced by the model. This was especially true when near-field 
measured, or calculated, pressurc signatures wcre to be used as input data for the Thomas 
Extrapolation Code, reference 26, to obtain predictions of ground signatures and overpressures. 
Two options seemed possible: (1) build models small enough so that the: sepnratjon distances 
at which pressure signatures were measured could be reasonably close to that limiting distance 
whcrc far-field theaty extrapolation methods could bc applied; or (2) measure pressurc signatures 
with large accurately-detailed models in wind tunnels with very Iarge test sections for the same 
purposes of extrapolation. Thc use of small models, option (I),  risked encountering and 
aggravating tip-stall effects if the wings were highly tapered. Measuring pressure signatures in 
wind tunnels with large test sections, option (21, would be very expensive. Whichever option was 
chosen, wind tunnel measurements of pressure signatures would have to be made, evaluated, and 
studied. If they indicated that low-boom-shaped pressure signatures would form and could be 
expectcd to persist to the ground, then the, vcry expensive design and construction of a full-scale 
prototype could be proposed and submitted for funding. 
Concluding Remarks 
A qualitative empirical analysis of near-field flow physics and acoustics has indicated that lift- 
induced shocks could appear in the near- ficld pressure signatures of a lifting wing-fuselage 
concept or a wind-tunnel model at cntise attitude conditidns. Two mathematical models, one 
obtained from the application of equations derived with geometric acoustics and the second with 
cross-flow theory to obtain PiWvolume impulse ratios, were employed to st~ldy near-field flow 
properties, From the application of these models, it was concluded these shocks on the positive- 
pressure sections of the pressure signatures from properly-designed low-boom models would 
gradually attenuate and blend into the desired shapes of low-boom concept and model pressure 
signatures at a distance described by some "transition" distance-to span ratio. "Transition" 
distance-to-span ratios were predicted for four wind-tunnel modeIs of supersonic-cruise concepts. 
The two empirically-derived distancc ratio methods predictcd transition distance ratios that varied 
from a h / h = 6 (which seemed low) for a Mach 3 concept to a h / E 7  = 23 (which seemed 
somewhat large) for a Mach 1.8 concept. These transition distancc ratios were found to be larger 
for concepts with arrow wings than for concepts with delta wings, and h / b (transition) values 
determined from impulse ratio ca1cuIation.s were usuaIIy Iarger than those caIculated with the 
geometric acoustic method, It was also possible that the ratio of lift equivalent areas to volume 
equivalent areas affected the likelihood that lift-induced shocks would appear and alter the desired 
shape of the low-boom-tailorcd signature in the wind-tunncl environmcnt, but this factor was not 
addressed in this paper due to the sparsity of data from the small sample of HSCT and SBJ wind- 
tunnel models and thcir representative pressure signature data. 
Two methods could be uscd to determine which of these two "transition distance" prediction 
techniques was more useful. The first method wauId uscd CED codes to perform studies of 
pressure signature shape change at increasing separation distances to obtain a value of 
"transition" h / b . A second method would employ low-boom-tailored wind-tunnel model(s) 
which would be used to measure pressure signatures over a range of separation distances. Either, 
or both in tandem execution, could provide useful and definitive results. 
The Modified Linear Theory wing pcrfommce analysis code could providc reasonably good 
predictions of aerodynamic force and pitching moment coefficients for conceptual aircraft wing 
planforms with small, but not excessively low, taper ratios. CaIculations made with the largest 
number of available computational "Mach boxes" maximized the possibility that surface 
pressures on the inboard and outboard wing panels would be predicted with a accuracy sufficient 
for crediblc performance cocfficicnt values and good sonic-boom equivalent area due to lift 
distributions. Possible tip stall tendencies on the low-boom wind-tunnel models would have to be 
considered during the wing planform design phase of the full-scale conceptual aircraft, and 
countercd with careful applications of camber and twist along the semi-span. 
The analysis, discussion, and conclusions of this study also indicated why extrapolating near- 
ficld - half to one span length separation distancc - pressure signatures to the ground with codes 
based on thc Thomas Code would not provide good ground overpressure predictions. There would 
be a serious physical mismatch belwecn the two-dimcnsional, cylindrical propagation model, flow 
field of the Thomas Code, and the real three-dimensional flow-field around the concept or wind- 
tunnel model generating she pressure signature, The prediction of ground ovcrprcssurcs generated 
by lifting wing-fuselage models or concepts with this extrapolation method would be suspect 
because a distorted low-boom or an N-wave ground-level pressure signature shape could very 
llkely be predicted whether the configuration was designed with low-boom methods or with 
mission-constrained method?. Such a resull would discourage efforts to tailor the configurntion's 
geometry with applications of Seebass and George Minimization Theory. 
When pressure signatures measured at "transition distances" were extrapolated, however, the 
real and propagation model flow fields wouId be in much better accord, and credible predictions 
could be expected. Determination of "transition distancesy' at all Mach numbers and all types of 
supersonic-cruise vehicles would encourage the building of Iow-boom models with "realistic" 
features so that pressure signatures from them could be measured in wind tunnel test sections 
capable of providing the appropriate "transition distancc" volumes. 
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Appendix A 
Dcscriptjon Of The Mach 2 And The Re-sized Mach 3 Low-Boom Concepts 
The Mach 2 and Mach 3 concepts were designed to validate the low-sonic-boom analysis and 
design methods that had been developed prior to the close of the SCAT and SCAR programs. 
Volumc and lift distributions of both conceptual aircraft were tailored to generate low-boom 
shaped pressure signatures and ground-level overpressures of about 1 .O psf while cruising at their 
respective design Mach numbers, cruise altitudes, and beginning-cruise weights. No attempts 
were made to size the concepts' wing planforms for enhanced mission performance or for 
minimum structural weights. However, the wing area on the initial Mach 3 concept was 
downsized from 16,605.0 ft2 to 13,450.1 ft2 to keep it at or below that of the Mach 2 concept . 
Span. ft 
Mach 2 Concept Mach 3 Concept 
160.0 129.6 
Length, ft 313.0 330.0 
Wing Lift Length, ft 300.0 300.0 
Wing Area, ft2 15,055.0 13,450.3 
Aspect Ratio, h2/s 1.70 1.25 
Cruise Altitude, A 55,000.0 65,000.0 
Beginning Cruise Weight, lb 550,000.0 550,000.0 
Beginning Cruise Weight J Wing Area 36.5 40.9 
Cruise Mach Number 
Number Of Engines 4 4 
Ground-Lcvcl Overpressure, psf 1.0 f .O 
Low-Boom Pressure Signature Shape, "~lat-top"' 
reference 25 
I .  See reference 25 for a description of "Flat-top" and "Ramp" overpressure signature shapes 
Appendix R 
Data From The Three Follow-On Low-Boom Concepts. 
These concepts were designed during the High Speed Research (HSR) program. They were 
required to meet low-boom constraints. mission-range performance, takeoff and landing field 
length limits (balanced field length was not set), and center-of-gravity limits. 
13935' LR- 162 HSCT- 1 0 ~ ~  
Low-Boom Mach Number 1.7 1.6 1.8 
Ground Ap at Start of Cruise, psf 1 .O 1 ,O 1 .O 
Over- Water Mach Number 2,4 2.0 2.4 
Mission Range, nmi 5,000 6,500 5,000 
Winy Area, ft2 9,000 9,263 E 0,465 
Wing Span, ft 140 140 150 
Aspect Ratio, span2 / Area 2.18 2.12 2.15 
Length, ft 3 17 295 328 
Gross Takeoff Weight, lb 73 1,600 646,3 56 662,000 
Beginning Cruise Weight, lb 650,000 609.000 61 8,000 
Beginning Cruise Altitude, ft 44,000 47,650 49,300 
at Low-Boom Mach Number 0.1 1742 0.13458 0.10335 
AE, Lift at Start of Cruise. ft2 680.4 778.5 800.5 
Beginning Cruise Weight J Wing Area, psf 72.2 65.7 59.1 
Empty Weight, lb 3 19,300 203,3 10 246,000 
Number of Passengers 300 250 300 
Gross Takeoff Weight / Empty Weight 2.29 .. 3.18 2.69 
S hapc of Pressure Signature " ~ ~ b r i d " ~  "Ramp" "H ybrid"4 
1 .  Reference 16 
2.  Reference 17 
3. Reference 18 
4. See reference 25 for a description of the "ramp" pressure signature, and reference 28 for 
description of the "'Hybrid" pressure signature. 
Appendix C 
Three-view Sketches OF The B935 and LB 16 
Figure C1. Two-view sketch of the B935 concept. 
Figure C2. lhree-view sketch of thc LR 16 cnncept. 
Appendix D 
HSCT- 1 OB Engine Nacelles 
Nocclle (a) was si;l,cd ro enclose an advanced technology, high performance turbojet engine that 
had little or no noise constraints. 
Nacelle (b) was sized to enclose a more "rrealistic"engine, one more llke the engines proposed for 
the supersonic-cmisc conceptual aircraft designed during the HSCT and HSR Programs. 
Appendix E 
Langley Low-Boom Business Jet Concept 
Span, fi. 
Overall Length, ft, 
Wing Area (reference), fL2 
Wing Aspect Rario (projected area) 
Number of Engines 
Number of Passengers 
Shape of Pressure Signature 
Mission ~ n t a '  
Cruise Mach Number 
Range, nmi. 
Ground Ap at Start Of Cruise, psf 
Beginning Cruise Altitude, ft,  
CL at Cruise Mach Number 
Gross Takeoff Wcight, Ib. 
Beginning Cruise Wcight, Ih. 
Beginning Cruise Weight / Wing Area, psf 
Mission Fuel Weight, lb. 
Empty Weight, lb. 
Gross Takeoff Weight / Empty Weight 
I . Further design details are found in reference 20. 
2. See rcfcrence 28 for a description and a discussion of the "Hybrid" prcssuse signature. 
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